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Stratification of a heated electron-hole plasma
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It is found that the homogeneous density distribution of a quasineutral electron-hole plasma becomes

unstable when the plasma is uniformly heated by photogeneratlon or in an electric field, even if the
condition for ordinary superheat instability is not fulfilled and external fluxes (temperature and
concentration gradients, or a current) are absent. The instability is of an aperiodic nature and arises with
respect to perturbations with a characteristic wave vector ko = (Ll)-1I2, where L is the bipolar diffusion
length and I is the hot electron cooling length. It is shown in the "hydrodynamic" approximation that at
L> I stratification of the plasma occurs when the hot-electron momentum is scattered by charged centers,
irrespective of the mechanism of the electron energy relaxation. From an analysis of the nonlinear onedimensional problem it follows that the stable distributions of the carrier density and of the carrier
temperature are those having the form of large-amplitude oscillations with a period of the order of
(Ll)l". The stratification mechanism considered may be one of the causes of the "drop formation"
observed experimentally in a nonequilibrium electron-hole plasma of a semiconductor.
PACS numbers: 72.30.+q, 7l.80.+j

1. INTRODUCTION. STRATIFICATION MECHANISM

the semiconductor parameters. [6,7] In particular, in the
presence of a temperature gradient, static spatiallyperiodic distributions are produced both in liquids (the
Benard phenomenon) and in systems of hot electrons in
semiconductors. [7] In this paper we consider an instability homogeneously heated by a quasi-neutral electronhole plasma or a weakly-ionized gas, leading to stratification even in those cases when the conditions of the
superheat instability are not satisfied and there are no
fluxes (gradients of the temperature and of the carrier
denSity) as specified by the external conditions.

In homogeneous systems that are disturbed by external actions out of their thermodynamic equilibrium state,
ordered inhomogeneous stationary states are frequently
produced. [1] Thus, for example, superheat instability,
which leads to a non-single-valued current-voltage characteristic, produces in semiconductors an inhomogeneous distribution of the electric field or of the current
density. [2,3] The formation of such inhomogeneous states
can be connected with the presence of not only external
but also "latent" (with respect to one of the parameters)
negative differential resistance. [4,5] When external conditions produce temperature gradients or carrier-density gradients, the onset or the ordered structure takes
place under less stringent requirements with respect to

The gist of the considered stratification mechanism
of an electron-hole plasma (weakly ionized gas) consists
in the following. Assume that electron-hole pairs are
homogeneously generated in a semiconductor by photo-
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excitation. Naturally, this holds true for samples whose
thickness does not exceed Q!;~. The electron density is
then directly proportional to the light absorption coefficient Q!ph and to the density <P of the incident photons. If
the energy of the exciting photons exceeds the width of
the forbidden band (or the ionization energy of the atoms
in the gas) by a certain amount ~e, then photon absorption will give rise to hot carriers. At sufficiently high
carrier density, the frequency of the interelectron collisions is high and the electrons have time to become
thermalized. [Z,8,9] The effective electron temperature
Te is determined by the equation of the heat balance between the system of hot electrons and the lattice
(1)

where T, is the time of energy relaxation of the hot electrons, and To is the lattice temperature. The distribution of Te in space is characterized by the diffusion cooling length l'" (De T,)1/2. [2,3,8,9] At the same time, when
the quasi-neutrality condition is satisfied, it can be assumed that the concentrations of the electrons and holes
. (or of the ions in the gas) are equal to each other (n =p),
and their distribution in space is characterized by the
bipolar diffusion length L =(DTr)1/2, where D is the coefficient of bipolar diffusion[9-11] and Tr is the recombination time of the non-equilibrium carriers. Since Tr is
as a rule larger than T, by many orders of magnitude,
the characteristic distribution length L of the carrier
density can exceed by many times the characteristic
distribution length l of the effective temperature. We
consider under these conditions the evolution of an inhomogeneous temperature fluctuation produced in a region with characteristic dimension - (Ll)1/2. Since the
dimension of the region of variation of Te greatly exceeds l, it can be assumed that the heat-balance equation (1) is locally satisfied. At the same time, the hot
carriers (as a result of the heat flow) will leave this
hotter region so that the concentration of the carriers
in it decreases, since the length L of their distribution
greatly exceeds the dimension of the region of the fluctuation of Te. In other words, the hot electrons will be
vigorously ejected from the hotter region. This in turn
decreases the power given up by the system of hot electrons to the lattice. Since the power W fed to the electron system is uniform, i. e., is independent of Te or n,
the decrease of n in the region of the fluctuation of Te
can lead, as can be seen from Eq. (1), to further increase of the temperature at the place where Te increases. As a result of this growth of the fluctuations
of Teo the sample breaks up into alternating" cold" and
"hot" regions with characteristic dimension - (Ll)1I2,
corresponding respectively to increased and decreased
density of the electron-hole plasma.
Naturally, such a stratification will take place when
the decrease of the power given up by the electron system to the lattice on account of the departure of the
electrons from the hotter region exceeds the increase
of the power due to the increase of Te. As a consequence, the condition for the realization of the stratification is determined by the temperature dependences of
the energy and momentum relaxation times T, and Tp of
808
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the electrons. As will be shown belOW, in the case of
the power law dependences Tp - T: and T, - T;, the necessary condition for stratification is
(2)

a+s>O.

This condition is satisfied at sufficiently low temperatures, when the momentum of the carriers is scattered
mainly by the charged centers. In this case Q! =% and
Q! +s > 0 at any energy relaxation mechanism, since s
~ _!-[2,8,9] (in semiconductors the scattering of the carrier energy, as a rule, is by acoustic phonons, and in
weak ionized gases the scattering is by neutral atoms,
so that more likely we have s =- !-).
Stratification can take place also when an electronhole plasma is heated by an electric field even under
conditions of impact ionization, if the power flowing .
from the electric field to the electrons depends little on
their concentration. The latter is realized in the case
when the electron momentum is scattered by mobile
holes (or by ions in gas). Then, for a quaSi-neutral
plasma (n=p) we have Tp-T;/Z/n, [9-11] and consequently
the conductivity Ge does not depend on the electron concentration, and is only a function of Te. Owing to the
dependence of Ge on Teo the Joule power supplied to the
electron system is W =GeE 2 - T
As a result, the
necessary condition for the stratification of an electronhole plasma is less stringent

;/2 .

(3)

2a+s>O

and the stratification takes place at a lower value of the
electron temperature Te.
We emphasize that the stratification conditions (2) and
(3) are substantially less stringent than the condition
Q! +s > 1 of the superheat instability, which can be satisfied only in exceptional cases. [2,3,8] In addition, in contrast to superheat instability, when the stability loss is
relative to the long-wave perturbations, [2,3] in this case
the homogeneous temperature distribution becomes unstable with respect to perturbations with a distinct value

ko'" (lL)-1/2.

2. FUNDAMENTAL EQUATIONS

We consider for the sake of argument an electron-hole
plasma in a semiconductor. At a sufficiently high density and relatively low temperatures, the time of the
electron-electron collisions turns out to be much
shorter than the characteristic time T, of the electron
energy relaxation, i. e., the electron gas has time to
become thermalized. [8-10] As a rule, the momentum
relaxation time is Tp « T" and consequently the drift
velocity of the carriers is small compared with the thermal velocity. As a result, the kinetic coefficients and
the power given up by the electron and hole gas to the
lattice is a function only of their effective temperatures
Te and Th and of the Fermi quasi levels Fe and F h• [8-10]
Under these conditions, the "hydrodynamic" approximation is valid, in which the carrier density and their effective temperatures, when the electrons and holes are
not degenerate, are determined by the following system
8. S. Kerner and V. V. Osipov
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m:,

of equationsC8-101:
an
1
at
= -;- div J.-nv,+Rg ,

(4)

a(nr.)
,
T.-To
---.-=-dlvJ .. +W.-n--,
:3

2

ul

Te

(5)

a(pTh)

,
T,.-To
?-~-t-=-dlvJ.,+Wh-p--,-;
3
...

u

't'r.

:~

= divJ=div(J.+Jh ),

(6)
e div E=4rrp=4rre(p-n),

where Rg and liT =T;l are the generation rate and the frequency of the recombination of the non-equilibrium carriers; P and n are the hole and electron densities; We, h
=aph<PAe"h +Je,h' E is the power delivered to the electron (hole) system when the carriers are heated by light
or by an electric field. We shall assume a dependence
of the momentum relaxation time on the energy in the
form Tp - T:, h' In this case the densities Je and J h of
the electron and hole components of the current density
J and the electron energy flux density J.e and of the hole
energy J'h are respectively equal to
J.=cr.E+eD, 'I n+ (1 +a) !J..n'il T"

(7)

J" =cr"E-eD" \ p- O+a') !J."p'il T,,,

(8)

J,,=-~ (~

+a) T.(J,+/J.,nVT,) ,

(9)

1 ::;
J. h = -;-( T+a') Th(Jh-!J.hPVTh),

(10)

where O'e =e Ilen, O'h =e IlhP and De =lleTe/e, Dh = IlhTh/e
are the electric conductivities and the diffusion coefficients of the electrons and holes, respectively.

mr m:.

Inasmuch as, by definition, the current at the sample
boundaries is equal to zero, it follows from (11) that we
have J=O in the entire sample. This makes it possible
to determine from (7) and (8), and also from the quasineutrality condition (n =p), the value of the electric field
E=- e(D.-D,,) Vn+(1+a)/J."nVT, ,

r/ '"

(11)

From (7) and (12) it follows that

3. STABILITY OF HOMOGENEOUS DISTRIBUTION
OF THE PLASMA,DENSITY WHEN UNIFORMLY
HEATED D!JRING THE PHOTOGENERATION PROCESS

m:

The effective hole mass
(or the mass of an ion in
a gas) in many superconductors is much larger than the
809
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(13)

l,=eDVn+(l+a)/J.n'ilT"

where D =(O'eDh + O'hDe)/(O'e + O'h) is the bipolar diffusion
coeffiCient, [9-11] and Il = Ile Ilh/(Ile + Ilh)' Substituting (13)
in (4), (9), and (5), we write down the equations of the
continuity of the current and of the energy balance of
the electrons in the form
an =V [
1
] --+
n
-a
DVn+-(Ha)I.LnVT.
ocph<l>,
t
e
~

. 1
[ 1+(Ha)!J. ]
-3 -a-(nT.)
- = (5
-+a ) V { DT.Vn+-T,!J..n

at

2

e
n(T,-T,)
+J e E+oc ph <l>.1.e.----

!J..

(14)

VT. }

(15)

T.

where J e and E are determined respectively by the expressions (13) and (12). We shall henceforth assume
that both the energy relaxation time and, for the sake of
generality, the recombination time depend on the electron energy in power law fashion: T. =T~(Te/To)S, TT
=T~(Te/To)'. Linearizing Eqs. (12)-(15) with respect
to permutations in the formaTe =(oTe)o exp(yt) cos(kr),
where in accordance with the boundary conditions if
=(7rn/l.l + (rrm/lY + (rrp/l~)2 (lx, l" l~ are the linear dimensions of the sample), we obtain the dispersion equation
l'

We shall consider below the conditions for the stratification of a plasma that is uniformly heated in the absence of external fluxes, i. e., when the temperature
and carrier-density gradients on the lateral surfaces of
the sample are equal to zero; these conditions follow
from the vanishing of the electron and hole components
of the heat flux and of the current at the boundaries.

(12)

0,.+011

2

The characteristic dimension k
(lL)1/2 of the resultant inhomogeneity of the plasma density and of the
temperature greatly exceed the Debye screening lengths
even at relatively small concentrations of the carriers
(n> 1012 _10 13 cm-3). In addition, the characteristic
growth times of the fluctuations turn out to be much less
than the Maxwellian relaxation time T M' In other wordS,
even at relatively low density of the electron-hole plasma the quasi-neutrality conditions p« en, p« ep, and
wt M« 1 are satisfied; these conditions, as follows from
(6), allow us to assume C8,9] that the electron and hole
densities are practically equal (n =p), and
did=div (J,+1,) =0,

effective electron mass
so that we first consider
homogeneous heating of an electron-hole plasma in the
photogeneration process, when
»
The hole energy relaxation time T~ is in this case much shorter than
the electron energy relaxation time T" C8-10] and in accordance with (5) the temperature Th of the hole gas
should differ much less from the lattice temperature To
than does T e, so that Th can be assumed equal to To.
We note that heating of the hole gas, as will be shown
below, leads to a stratification under less stringent requirements with respect to the semiconductor parameters.

+~

~ 't,r,+l {k' ['t,L' (~

't,(Hr)+'t,(l-S+:"

+(Ha)'

T.~TJ h,l']

S)}+k'I'L'+k'{I'~1+;~ +(1+a):']

- L' ~ [~(a+S)-2-a - ~s]} +Hr-s + ~(s-r) =0,
T.
T.
T.+To To

(16)

where L

=(DT

T

)1/2 is the bipolar diffusion length and l

=[(~ +a)DeT.j1/2"'VT(T.Tp )1/2 is the diffusion length of the

COOling (of the energy range) of the hot electrons. [2]
The instability condition (y>O) is satisfied when the free
term of the quadratic equation (16) relative to y becomes
less than zero, since the remaining coefficients of this
equation at s < 1 are positive. It follows therefore that
the instability of the homogeneous distribution can set
B. S. Kerner and V. V. Osipov
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in relative to the long-wave perturbations (k =0) at
T.>T.(s-r)!(s-r-1) , when

the electrons (holes).

r<s-1.

(17)

If the condition (17) is not satisfied, then the plasma be-

comes stratified relative to
T
k.=(lL)-"· [ 1+r-s+ ;. (s-r)

]'1.

(IS)

at
T•. ] >2l ( 1+r-s+-(s-r)
T.
-To- [T.
-(et+s)-2-et--s
T.+To T.
T.
L
T.

+ ( -l

L

)l[ 1 +-+(1+et)rD
" ] .
D.

]'1.
(19)

Ii.

As a rule, however, US] the recombination time increaSeS with increasing temperature, and consequently
the condition (17) is not satisfied. In the analysis that
follows we shall therefore assume that r '" O. We emphasize that the stratification condition (19) can be satisfied only if 1< L, so that the dependence of T. on Te has
practically no effect on the condition for the realization
of the instability (19).
In a number of semiconductors the effective masses
of the electron and of the hole are of the same order, so
that it is expedient to analyze the stratification condition
of an electron-hole plasma with m: =m:. In this case,
more accurately at n =p, Tp =T;, T £ =T~ and De =Dh , the
Dember field (12) is assumed equal to zero, [11] and Te
equals T h • From the system (4)-(10) we have in place
of (14) and (15)

r

~ + aph<P, (20)
't,

[1
]
.3-,-=(.5+2<:<) V D,T,Vn+-(2+cxh"nT,vT, +a
ii (nT.)

e

rJl

T.-T.

h<p~8-2n--

P

La

(21)
Linearizing Eqs. (20) and (21) with respect to the inhomogeneous perturbations, we find that the stratification of the plasma with identical carrier masses proceeds with respect to
k.=(IL.)-'I, [ 1+r-s+ TT: (s-r) ]'" ,

(22)

when the condition

et+S-~(l+et+S»2~[ l+r-s+~(s-r)]'" + (~)l
T,

L.

is satisfied, where Le
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T.

=(De Tr)1/2

T.-T.=~8,~
't,

To satisfy the condition (17) it is necessary that the recombination time decrease when the carriers become
heated, since 8 "" t. [7,8] In prinCiple, in semiconductors
such a situation is possible. [2, 3, 12, 13] As follows from
the stationary equations (14) and (15), ~ee is a multiplevalued function of Te, and consequently, at the temperature Te defined by (17), a jumplike decrease will take
place in the carrier denSity, with a corresponding decrease in the electron temperature. In other wordS, a
jumplike negative photoconductivity of the hysteresis
type should be observed.

_:n = V D, 'VII + -.!.._(l+et) !"nV T.] "t
•
e

From a comparison of (19) and (23) it is seen that the
necessary condition for their realization is a +8 > 0 (2).
To realize the instabilities (19) or (23) it is necessary
also to have L/l:::: (m: Tr/mt T.)1/2 > 1 or Le/l ::::(Tr /T.)1I2 > 1,
respectively. These inequalities are satisfied because
Tr» T E • However, it must be borne in mind here that
the larger the ratio of T. to T" the larger the energy excess ~e needed to heat the plasma to the critical temperature, which is determined respectively from (19)
and (23). In fact it follows from (14), (15), or (20), (21)
that for the homogeneous and stationary case

L.

(2+et+r)

(23)

is the diffusion length of
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or

~8 'r.

T.-T.=--

,

2

't,

(24)

for strongly differing and equal masses of the electron
and hole, respectively. In semiconductors, when the
excess photon energy ~e over the width of the forbidden
band is increased the absorption coefficient increases
sharply, so that ~e cannot be too large for homogeneous
photogene ration of carriers. Thus, the stratification of
an electron-hole plasma is easiest to realize in nonstraight-band semiconductors with close carrier effective masses at sufficiently low temperatures and when
Tr and T. differ by not more than two orders of magnitude.

4. STABILITY OF HOMOGENEOUS DISTRIBUTION
OF THE DENSITY OF A PLASMA HEATED IN AN
ELECTRIC FIELD
In a strong electric field, generation of nonequilibrium
electron-hole or gas-discharge plasma can be due not
only to photoionization, but also to impact ionization of
the carriers. To ascertain the influence of the impact
ionization on the conditions for the realization of plasma
stratification, we write down the carrier generation in
the form R, = aph<I> +nllj(Te ), where lIi(Te) is the impactionization frequency. [141 We note that the recombination
frequency II. depends in principle on Te and on n(lIr
- nT ;,"), but this circumstance, as will be shown belOW,
has in fact no effect on the instability condition. When
the carriers are heated in an electriC field the power
delivered to the electron system is equal to W=Je ' E.
Let the current flow in the direction of the z axis and
consequently let the power released in the stationary
case and at homogeneous distribution be W =ueE~. In
this case, Ue , and consequently also W, are generally
speaking functions of Te and n. When ue - n, no plasma
(current) stratification is realized. We shall therefore
consider henceforth the case when the relaxation of the
carrier momentum is determined principally by the
electron-hole (electron-ion) collisions, and then under
quaSi-neutrality conditions (n =p) we have Tp - T !/2 /
n. [2,8,9]
In the presence of an external electric field E e , the
considered system becomes essentially inhomogeneous,
and expressions (7)-(10) acquire components proportional to Ee' As the result, the equations of the continuity of the current and of the energy bounds of the
electrons at mt »mt take the form
B. S. Kerner and V. V. Osipov
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an

-=
~

[1

V,L DV.Ln+-(1+a)ltnV.LT.
e

)+-a [ It.nE.+D.-;;an
h

To
l [
T. av,
?a+s ---(1+2a+s) > 2 - 1 + r + - - - a - 8
T.
'L,
v, aT,

~

1
aT. ) - nv,(n, T,)+Rg(n, T.),
+ -(1+a)lt,n-

e

(25)

az

(5

'{

1

[

:3 a(nT,)
It ) V.LT,}
--;;----=
-+a)V.L DT,V.Ln+-It,nT, 1+(1+a)_ at
2
e
fl.

+

(~+a)~[f,.nT.E,+D,T,
2
az

an
dz

+~(2+a)fl,nT.~]
e

az

,an
aT,
n(T.-To)
+J,"E.L+a,E, +eD,E'-a +(1+a)fl,nE,--n
,
z
az
'r,

(26)

where the transverse components of the current Je.L and
of the field E.L are determined by Eqs. (7), (8), and (11).
It is seen from (25) and (26) that the dispersion equation
is in general difficult to analyze, We note, however,
that the largest growth rate is possessed by perturbations with k" =O. In fact, let us consider for simplicity
a plasma with m: =m!, In this case it follows from (7),
(8), and (11) that the field increment {jE" at k,,"* 0 is connected with the increment of the electron temperature
by the relation {jE~ =- OIE,,{jTe/Te • This means that in
the region where the electron temperature increases a
decrease takes place in the field strength E", and hence
in the power W, and this leads to a more stringent condition on the plasma stratification with respect to longitudinal perturbations with k,,"* 0,
Linearizing Eqs, (25) and (26) with respect to transverse perturbations (k~ =~ +k~, k" =0), which do not
change the total current in the external circuit, and consequently also E", we obtain the dispersion equation

(I )'( r+--+2+a.
T. av,
)

T,- av,- - a - s )]'{'+ - To
- (r+
T.
v, aT,
L,

v, aT.

As seen from (29) and (31), when the plasma is heated
in an electric field, a necessary stratification condition
is 201 +s >0 (3). Since it was assumed in the analysis of
the instability that the carrier momentum relaxation
takes place in general via electron-hole (electron-ion)
collisions (01 =1-), it follows that the plasma stratification conditions (29) and (31) are satisfied here for any
energy relaxation mechanism when T,» T. (L»
The
presence of impact ionization has in this case a relatively weak effect on the satisfaction of the instability
conditions.

n.

5. INHOMOGENEOUS STATIONARY STATES
Let us analyze the stationary states that can arise as
a result of instability of the homogeneous distribution of
the electron-hole plasma density when the carriers are
heated by light. We assume for the sake of argument
that the electrons and holes have identical masses, and
that their momentum and energy are scattered by the
charged impurities and phonons, respectively. In this
case (01=1-, s =-t, r=O) Eqs. (20) and (21), which describe the distributions of the carrier densities and of
their temperature, can be written in the form
iI

:3

_

2,

l' -~- r,r,+l {k.L' ['r,U ( - + (1+a)' - - '-) +

OV')

[

~+~

'r,l']

3 u

Ii

+

,

n ( T. ) '/,

T.
T o ] } +1+1'+---a-s
T, av i
X [ -(2a+.<)-2-a--(a+s)
T"
T.
v, aT,
T.

"

I] = -;,-

from which it follows that the homogeneous distribution
of the plasma becomes unstable with respect to
T. -(iv,
[ 1 + rT,+i}v,
- - - a - s -To- ( r +
- - a - s ))'" ,
I', oT,
T,
v, aT,

(28)

when

T, [T,

T,]

lI

- - - -(2a+s)-2-a--(a+s) >2- 1+1'
T,TT, To
T,
L
T, 0",
+~. oTe

"aT,

L

D,

In an electron-hole plasma with
sets in with respect to
, [
k".,=(lL,)-'

It.

mt =m:

T. av,
r+-;---a-s

To (

T " , aT.

(29)

)]

'I.

(30)

at an electron-hole-gas temperature determined from
the condition
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(33)

,

In

~hese

equations, the length is measured in units of
The
boundary conditions on the lateral surfaces of the sample consist in the vanishing of the normal components
of V1j and ve. Let us study first the stationary solutions whose characteristic dimension is much greater
than (32. We can assume here the connection between 1j
and e to be local, i. e., we can neglect in (33) the term
Lo=[De(To)Trl1l2, and the length in units of T,.

(n=noT,'IT, (T.-To».

(34)

Then Eq. (32) is transformed into

stratification
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(32)

J[(1]8-''')= L\1]-1]8-'+d-',

T

','

(31)

(35)
Let us investigate the one-dimensional solutions of
Eq. (35). In the one-dimensional case it takes the form
of the equation of motion of a particle in a field with a
potential U(T/). As seen from (35) and (34), the condition for the extremum of the function U(1j)
B. S. Kerner and V. V. Osipov
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Liouville problem. To obtain the concrete form of V(x)
in (38) it is necessary to substitute the solution of (35),
which describes that 11(x) distribution whose stability is
under investigation. t2,3,15) The solution is unstable if
at least one of the eigenvalues y of Eq. (38) turns out to
be larger than zero.

J

II

FIG. 1., Form of the potential U(I'/) at different heating levels
of an electron-hole plasma (an increasing number of the curve
corresponds to a larger value of d. i. e .• to a larger heat rise).
The dashed lines show the branches of U(I'/) corresponding to
weak heating (T. - To < Tol.

(36)
has at all values d > 0 a single root corresponding to the
minimum of the potential. The form of U('T/) at different
values of d is shown in Fig. 1, from which it follows
that 11(x), and consequently also 9(x), have solutions
only in the form of oscillations. The number of halfoscillations p is determined by the relation
(37)

and their characteristic lengths (half-period) is of the
order of Lc = rr( u" (11m) ]-112 and increases as the plasma
becomes hotter (d =1. 6, Lc Z O. 68; d =3.5, Lc Z 8. 8).
As follows from the figure, the potential U(11) has a
boundary point 110 =4 (T. =2To) that corresponds to the instability condition (23) at Z2« L~. As a consequence,
during each stage of plasma heating there exists a boundary condition with the maximum amplitude of the oscillations of 11(x) and 9(x), bounded from below by the solution 110 =4.
We emphasize that the system (32) and (33) has at the
considered boundary conditions no inhomogeneous stationary solutions corresponding to 11(x) and 9(x) with
strongly differing characteristic lines. In particular,
it is easy to verify that at constant 11 there exists a single solution, 9 =const. In the case of a smooth function
11(x), the equation for 9(x) also reduces to the equation
of motion of a particle in a certain potential, but in a
shape of a "hump" rather than a "well." Consequently
there are no inhomogeneous solutions 9(x) satisfying the
condition 9~ =0 at x =0 and Z" =0 in this case.
Let us examine the stability of the one-dimensional
solutions (the density layers of the plasma) of Eq. (35).
Linearizing (32), (34), and the boundary conditions for
11(X) relative to the inhomogeneous perturbations 011(x)e vt ,
we obtain
jll;'l~[ -d'/dx'- Vex) 1611~lV(x)611,

d 6T]/dx I.~o. 1<~O,

(38)
(39)

where

d2UI

V(x)~d,]' "'.)~

38(x)-1
2[8(x)]"[8(x)-2j

(40)

with 9>2 (11)4) for all the solutions of (35), so that V(x)
>0. Thus, the stability problem reduces to the Sturm812
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Differentiating (35) with respect to x we obtain for the
one-dimensional case

11 dl'//dx~O,
It follows therefore that d11/dx is an eigenfunction of the
operator ii, corresponding to y =0, but satisfying boundary conditions other than (39). Since d11/dx vanishes at
the limits of the interval (0, l,,), it follows from the
Sturm theorem that the eigenfunction 011o(x) of the operator ii, corresponding to y=O and satisfying the conditions (39) has one more zero than the function d11/dx.
Consequently, the longer-wavelength perturbations
011(x) have eigenvalues y<O, while the short-wavelength
perturbations have y>O. Thus, as expected from the
linear theory, the long-wave solution 11(x) with period
Lc» k turn out to be unstable with respect to the shortwavelength perturbations of 011(x). The reason for this
instability lies in the fact that the ejection of the electrons from the region in which T. rises is more intense
the smaller the characteristic dimension of the region
where the temperature is increased. In other words,
the system tends to break up into layers with ever
shorter wavelengths. However, at large values of k the
local connection between 11 and 9 (34) is violated, i. e. ,
diffusion heat flows assume an important role and tend
to equalize the temperature distribution. This, on the
one hand, limits the period of the oscillations to a value
on the order of k'O\ and on the other hand, as follows
from the linear theory, leads to stability of solutions
with an oscillation period smaller than (lLe )1/2. We note
that with decreasing plasma heat rise d 2 U/d11 2 at the
minimum point, U(11) increases sharply (see the figure),
so that the period of the corresponding solutions 11(x) of
Eq. (35) decreases. Since the perturbation 011o(x), which
corresponds to the solution of Eq. (38) at y = 0, has the
same number of zeroes as 11(x), it follows therefore that
all the 011(x) that are solutions of (38) oscillate strongly
at y> O. One should therefore expect the oscillations of
11(x) with a period comparable with (lLe)1/2 to be stable
in the case of a small heat rise (Te Z 2To).

c/

To investigate the stable solutions corresponding to a
strongly heated plasma, it is necessary to consider the
complete system of equations (32) and (33). An analysis
of this system shows that solutions that oscillate with a
period (lL.)1/2 but with small amplitude also turn out to
be unstable, at least with respect to the longer-wavelength perturbations. In fact, at small oscillation amplitudes, by averaging the equation for the fluctuations
over a length exceeding (lL.)1/2, we arrive at an investigation of a linear problem, from which it follows that
in the case of a strong heat rise we have y> 0 in a wide
range of k, including k < k o• ThUS, we can conclude that
the only stable oscillating solutions are those with large
amplitude and with a period on the order of (lLe)1/2.
B. S. Kerner and V. V. Osipov
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6. CERTAIN REMARKS

In the narrow-band semiconductors of the type
CdHgTe, PbSnTe and InSb, on account of thermal generation, the intrinsic carrier density can be high enough
even at relatively low temperatures. An electron-hole
plasma of the required concentration can also be produced by injection from a p-n junction. In these cases,
the stratification of the electron-hole gas considered in
the present paper will take place in the absence of photogeneration of impact ionization, when the carriers are
heated either by light absorbed by the free carriers or
by an electric field.
In many semiconductors, at low temperatures and
high excitation levels, electron-hole drops are produced and are interpreted as a result of exciton interaction. (6) As follows from our present results, a
phenomenon similar to "drop formation" can occur also
without allowance for the interaction between excitons.
Indeed, in germanium the concentration of the free electrons and holes becomes equalized already at To =6 oK
with the concentrations of the excitons, so that the conditions of the stratification considered here can be satisfied also at lower temperatures. Thus, for example,
in[17) is presented experimental proof that in samples
of pure germanium subjected to strong optical surface
excitation the electron-hole plasma becomes stratified
into a "plasma vapor" and a "plasma liquid" both at To
=4.2 oK and at To=1.8 oK.
Murashev, Ivanov, and ShotoV[18) have studied experimentally the spatial distribution of the recombination
radiation produced in pure germanium by injection of
carriers from contacts. The investigations show that
the non-equilibrium carriers are strongly heated in the
electric field, and a spatially-periodic distribution of
both the hot-carrier temperature and of the position of
the maximum of the spectral exciton-emission line are
observed up to To =77 oK. These effects can also be
connected with the stratification mechanism considered
here. Under the experimental conditions, the principal
mechanism of carrier momentum relaxation is most
likely electron-hole scattering, i. e., the stratification
condition (3) is satisfied. In addition, the dimension of
the hot-carrier temperature oscillations observed in(18)
is of the same order as the period of the stratification
of the electron-hole plasma considered in the present
paper, which amounts to several units of 10-3 _10-2 cm
at the typical parameters of germanium. [16)
Under the experimental conditions, the electron-hole
gas can turn out to be degenerate. In this case the necessary stratification conditions (2) and (3) are also satisfied, inasmuch as for strongly degenerate electrons
we have a = 0 and s = 1 regardless of the mechanisms of
their energy and momentum relaxation. [7)
In a just-published paper[19) reporting an experimental
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study of the kinetics of formation of electron-hole drops
in germanium, it was noted that the radii of all the drops
are practically identical, and their size does not depend
on the excitation level, increaSing somewhat with riSing
temperature and tending to 10-3 cm. One cannot exclude
the possibility that these effects are also connected with
the here-considered stratification of an electron-hole
plasma as its temperature rises.
It is our pleasant duty to thank L. V. Keldysh for a
discussion of the results.
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